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About CAA
Link (http://en.caa.edu.cn/)

The China Academy of Art is a premiere fine arts institute of higher learning. The Academy is located in Hangzhou, the capital of Zhejiang Province in the vicinity of Shanghai. The Academy is touted as the academy with the most comprehensive curriculum and degree programs in the country and a true “cradle” for promising artists.

China Academy of Art has developed its unique multiple academic structure. Its fine arts major has been honoured the key discipline of the nation, while fine arts, art of design and art theory have been listed as three key provincial research bases of humanities. Also its majors such as art of design, film, architecture, television and broadcasting are listed as provincial key disciplines during the "11th Five Year Plan"; while architecture, drama and film, and public art are listed as provincial key disciplines during the "12th Five Year Plan".

CAA now has 4 first standard doctoral programs, which are art theory, fine arts, design, drama and film. And has over 1200 graduate students.

About The School of Inter-media Art at CAA
Link (http://en.caa.edu.cn/academics/schoolsdepartments/schoolofintermediaartssima/index.html)

The School was recognized by Art Asia Pacific magazine as the ‘most promising modern art educational institution in Asia’. SIMA has three professional areas: New Media Art, Integrated Art, and Curatorial Practice. SIMA actively cultivates its students’ talent, creative spirit, integrative conceptual ability and technical skill. It broadens traditional artistic educational practice with avant-garde approaches to conceptual development and technical training – continually exploring the boundaries between art and science.

SIMA has built an interdisciplinary academic system which continually explores the development of new media, and sustainable development with Chinese characteristics. SIMA has three departments, five research institutes, eight labs, a national virtual simulation experimental teaching center (inter-media art virtual simulation experimental teaching center) and a provincial demonstration center of experimental education (inter-media art experimental teaching center). It is also equipped with professional library including exclusive media information and experimental devices worth 20 million RMB.

For more information about postgraduate programs at The School of Inter-media Art at CAA:
Link (http://en.caa.edu.cn/admission/degree/index.html)